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Erected in 1926 in the heart of Seattle's central business district, the Skinner Building is of modified Italian Renaissance design. The building is faced with Wilkeson
sandstone and displays excellent cut-stonework on three street front facades. It also
possesses quality metal detailing around exterior show windows and shop entrances, as
well as in its lobby. Interior details include rinceau friezes above the elevator
door frames and decorative newel! posts on the staircase. The building mass is broken
up along the two uppermost stories by a central recessed section of fourteen bays.
Flanking portions of the building along Union and University Streets are of five, rather
than seven stories. Hipped parapets of red mission tile are visible on all roof surfaces from the ground and the projecting cornices of the seventh story are supported
by haridsQme consoles. As an urban design element, this restrained, elegant .building
plays a strqng role in the ..sophisticated,-pedestrianized qualities of Fifth Avenue and
creates an excellent street wall with its low key, block long unity.
Within the building is the Fifth Avenue Theater, which is one of a mere handful of extant movie palaces in Seattle today. The theater interior represents an excellent
imitation of Chinese wooden temple construction. The theme is consistent throughout
all of the major spaces of the theater from the lobby and auditorium, the staircases
and other public rooms, to the furnishings and all architectural elements original to
the theater. The decoration is extremely rich and authentic.
The decorative theme is introduced in the recessed entry off Fifth Avenue. Here, a
ticket booth is canopied by a plaster ceiling formed to represent wooden brackets.
These are stenciled with gold dragons and flower "patterns on a jade green background.
The wooden doors leading to the theater lobby have "good luck" knobs; these doors are
separated by posts sculpted with relief figures.
The main lobby depicts a Chinese temple purportedly inspired by the Temple of Heavenly
Peace in the Forbidden City. An imitation bamboo roof thirty feet above the floor is
supported by Chinese, red lacquered pillars and interconnecting beams,- all elaborately
stenciled. The lobby and balcony promenade are furnished with some of the original
Orient-inspired sofas and lamps. Tapestries given as gifts to the theater for its
opening stand on either side of the promenade, and paintings of mountain landscapes
decorate the wall above the staircase.
The auditorium is said to have been patterned after the Ming dynasty royaj audience
hall in the Forbidden City. The colorfully designed opening night program for the
Fifth Avenue Theater described it in dramatic prose:
"...Its most imposing feature is the great dome, as elsewhere throughout the theater,
its symbolic themes borrowed from Chinese legends, its motifs from Chinese poetry.
Coiled within an azure sphere and surrounded by glowing hues of cloud red, emblematic
of calamity and welfare; blue of rain; green symbolic of plaque; black of flood; and
gold of prosperity—is the Great Dragon, guardian genius of the place, his presence
shadowed and multiplied in varying shapes and forms throughout the structure. On the
huge beams surrounding and supporting the dome are five-clawed dragons—the Emperor's
emblem—spitting fire in pursuit of the Jewel, rendered in the shape of a disc emitting
effulgent rays, and symbolic of Omnipotence. In the squares of the richly coffered
ceiling the dragon appears repeatedly again and again, often in the company of his
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consort, the phoenix, symbol of the virtues* and the personal emblem of the Empress.
Along the tiered beams of the theatre the dragon writhes and coils his gilded length
among the brilliant bird and flower motifs. Again in the proscenium arch and on the
face of the great curtain he reigns supreme, flanked only by the miircm, creatures of
his animal realm.
Throughout the decorative scheme the flower forms embodied in the moutan, the lotus,
the chrysanthemum and the horned orange prevail in only a slightly lesser degree than
the birds and beasts. High on the side walls are inset grills simulating shallow
balconies and wrought in further variations of the bird and beast forms. The theatre
boasts a single balcony--a wide,low, gently inclining elevation around the sides of
which are again the exquisite panels, the same graceful patterns worked out in delightfully varied line.
In brilliant colorings that catch and carry on the hues of the luxuriant curtain
hanging from it, the proscenium arch is a massive but graceful plastic form in which
two coiled guardians, one on either side, are supplemented by a row of squatted lions,
or Dogs of Foh.
The two main curtains are themselves works of art. Here on the asbestos shield the
dragon appears in scintillating coils against a background of rich color, surrounded
by conventional flecks of cloud. In abrupt departure, however, from the grim themes
employed in its framework, the silken stage and picturesque figures linger in the
tranquility of weeping willows, rippling brook and flowering lotus.
Striking and beautiful features of the interior designs are the two grills screening
the great organ. One on either side of the stage, they are in the form of two lyric
medallions in the confines of whose circles groups of Ho-ho birds, emblematic of the
five cardinal virtues, stalk in colorful propinquity. "
The monumental auditorium, lobby and entrance create the illusion of complex timber
construction. In fact, all of the interior work, the bamboo roofs, and the massive
pillars and beams were created out of plaster. The coffered plaster ceiling is suspended by wire from overhead steel trusses which are a part of the concrete and steel
skeletal frame of the Skinner Building.
The Skinner Building and Fifth Avenue,Theatre are currently undergoing renovation by
UNICO Properties, lessees of the University of Washington's metropolitan tract. The
project involves the" renovation and expansion of retail shop space directly under the
auditorium and stage, as well as changes within the theatre itself. Alterations
underway within the Fifth Avenue are intended to make the facility more attractive to
today's performing arts organizations, and for the most part will not compromise its
elaborate decorative scheme. Architect for the theatre work is Richard F. McCann,
AIA, successor to the firm of theatre designer B. Marcus Priteca.
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To date, all of the theatre's dressing rooms beneath the stage have been removed to
enlarge the Skinner Building's rentable shop space. The orchestra pit has been expanded to accomodate additional musicians for dance productions. The organ lift has
been removed and sold to the Capitol Theatre (National Register, 4/11/73) restoration
project in Yakima, Washington. Other modifications will include modernization of all
lighting, sound, and backstage mechanical systems. The stage itself is to be raised
by one foot and slightly increased in depth. Proposed alterations include increasing
the slope of the auditorium floor to improve sight lines, and removing the ticket
booth at the main entrance on Fifth Avenue.
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The Chinese-inspired Fifth Avenue Theater is Seattle's most extravagant and unique
eclectic fantasy. This 2400-seat theatrical showplace , opened in 1926, has been called
the largest and most,authentic,example of traditional Chinese timber architecture and
decoration outside of Asia. It is also considered to be one of the best preserved "movie
places" left in the United States; a remarkable combination of good luck and good management have saved it from insensitive remodeling during its fifty years of continuous use
as a vaudeville theater and film house. Consequently, the theater interior still exhibits
a splendor and richness of detail unparalleled in Seattle's architecture.
The Fifth Avenue Theater was built during a period of great economic growth for the
city of Seattle, a period marked by development of Far East trade links which inspired
Seattle's business community to dub Seattle "The Gateway to the Orient". The theater,
which cost 1.5 million dollars and took eleven months to complete, was an outgrowth
of these local interests. The famed Graumann's Chinese Theater in Hollywood, constructed
one year later, projected the ambiance of.the Orient with little authenticity of traditional Chinese architecture and design. In contrast, the Fifth Avenue seriously
attempted to copy interior details from rooms in the Forbidden City of Peking. Ernst
Boerschmann's two volume illustrated text, Chinesische Architektur (Berlin, 1925)
was the main source book for the decorative scheme. -The,.book contains color plates,
scale drawings of plans and details, and hundreds of black and white photographs of
interiors in Peking and elsewhere in China. Great care was taken to utilize illustrated
design motifs and symbols in the carvings, paintings, fixtures, floor coverings and
furnishings.
The interior of the theater was executed by the Norwegian artist Gustav Liljestrom.
Liljestrom was responsible for the design of many of the oriental appointments and the
"Inner Jade Room" of Gump's San Francisco, as well as a room in the home of Winnie Sheehan,
head of Fox Studios in the 1920's. In the Fifth Avenue project, Liljestrom collaborated
with Joseph Skoog, leader of the design team in the architect R. C. Reamer's office.
Together the two created, with the help of Chinesische Architektur, an historically
accurate and harmonious interior.
Robert C. Reamer, architect for the Skinner Building and Fifth Avenue Theater was one
of the most innovative designers to settle in the Northwest. He won national acclaim
with the completion of his Old Faithful Inn in Yellowstone Park (1903), a building
which became the prototype for the rustic lodges built in the United States National
Parks from then on. His 700-room Canyon Hotel (1911), also in Yellowstone Park, was
as sophisticated and beautifully detailed as Frank Lloyd Wright's famous Tokyo Hotel
and was built several years earlier,

QMAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Gump, Mr. Richard B., letter to Seattle Office of Urban Conservation regarding Gustav
Liljestrom.
Kreisman, Lawrence.

Essay, "The Fifth Avenue Theater"

Opening Program, Fifth Avenue Theater, September 1926
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The nominated property occupies the west one-half of the block.bounded l?y Union Street
and University Street, Fifth Avenue and Sixth Avenue 1 in Seattle, Washington.
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Largely on the basis of his work in Yellowstone Park, Reamer was hired in 1921 as
chief architect for the Metropolitan Building Company in Seattle. His firm played
a prominent role in shaping a new and distinctive skyline for the downtown business
core. His buildings continue to be prestige addresses. They include the AIAhonored ^kirinex^ujrLdin^ (1925) of whfch_the..Fifth Avenue, Theatre is a part, the
1411 4th Avenue Buildingand~the Great Northern Building (now Pacific First Federal
Savings (1927-1929), the Seattle Times Building (1931-1932) and the Meany Hotel
(now University Tower Hotel, 1931-1932). This innovative concrete and glass structure
was included in an AIA-organized exhibit of one hundred distinguished American buildings, which toured the United States and England in 1938. In addition to the Fifth
Avenue Theatre, Reamer designed theatre buildings in Bellingham (the Spanish Mount
Baker Theatre) and Spokane (the art deco Fox Theatre).
Seattle benefits twofold from the Skinner Building. First it houses Seattle's finest
theatre, the Fifth Avenue, and second, it provides a sophisticated street environment. This is achieved both through the Renaissance styling and the humanizing
scale of the building, and through the use of quality building materials. It is a
building which strengthens the integrity of Seattle's urban downtown.
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Skoog, Mr. Joseph. Conversations regarding source materials for interior decorative
scheme of Fifth Avenue Theatre
The Metropolitan Bulletin, October 15, 1926.

